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Abstract 

 

Hybrid simulation has emerged as a relatively accurate and efficient tool for the evaluation of 

structural response under earthquake loading. In the conventional hybrid simulation, the responses 

of few critical components are obtained by testing while the numerical module is assumed to 

follow an analytical idealization. Where there is a much larger number of analytical components 

compared to the experimental parts, the overall response may be dominated by the idealized parts 

hence the value of hybrid simulation is diminished. It is proposed to update the constitutive 

relationship response of the numerical model during the test, based on the data obtained from the 

physically tested component.  

 

An approach based on optimization tools is utilized to identify the constitutive model parameters 

that minimize the difference between the response of the numerical and the experimental modules. 

Interior point methods and genetic algorithms are implemented as gradient and non-gradient based 

optimization, respectively. In addition, neural network is included as an alternative identification 

approach. The simulator coordinator program UI-SIMCOR is modified to exchange stress-strain 

information during hybrid simulations. UI-SIMCOR can communicate with several finite element 

programs. Amongst others, ZeusNL is used to analyze the numerical modules because of its 

efficiency in handling cases of extreme loading and in representing non-linear response problems. 

ZeusNL library includes a number of steel and concrete constitutive models, four of these models 

are modified to serve model updating purposes.  

 

The scope of the work includes verifying model updating through analyzing several numerical 

problems. These problems include the assessment of regular and irregular structural systems. In 

addition, previously conducted experiments are investigated within the proposed framework. The 

results of both the numerical and the experimental examples showed the effectiveness of model 

updating in reducing the error compared to the pure analytical solution. Model updating approach 

is expected to enhance the ability of conventional hybrid simulation tests to assess structures with 

several critical components such as high-rise building and multi-span bridges. 

    


